The growing availability of self-contained and affordable augmented reality headsets such as the Microsoft HoloLens is encouraging the adoption of these devices also in the healthcare sector. However, technological and human-factor limitations still hinder their routine use in clinical practice. Among them, the major drawbacks are due to their general-purpose nature and to the lack of a standardized framework suited for medical applications and devoid of platform-dependent tracking techniques and/or complex calibration procedures. To overcome such limitations, in this paper we present a software framework that is designed to support the development of augmented reality applications for custom-made headmounted displays designed to aid high-precision manual tasks. The software platform is highly configurable, computationally efficient, and it allows the deployment of augmented reality applications capable to support in situ visualization of medical imaging data. The framework can provide both optical and video see-throughbased augmentations and it features a robust optical tracking algorithm. An experimental study was designed to assess the efficacy of the platform in guiding a simulated task of surgical incision. In the experiments, the user was asked to perform a digital incision task, with and without the aid of the augmented reality headset. The task accuracy was evaluated by measuring the similarity between the traced curve and the planned one. The average error in the augmented reality tests was < 1 mm. The results confirm that the proposed framework coupled with the new-concept headset may boost the integration of augmented reality headsets into routine clinical practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The healthcare sector represents one of the most promising and fascinating fields of application for visual augmented reality (AR), with potential uses in medical education and training, surgical planning, remote surgery, robot-assisted surgery, and surgical navigation [1] , [2] .
Particularly in image-guided surgery, the need to integrate medical imaging into the surgical workflow has encouraged the research for new visualization modalities based on AR that could act as surgical guidance or alternatively as tool for surgical planning and/or diagnosis [3] - [6] . AR interfaces have the potential to shift the paradigm of how The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhaoxiang Zhang. medical imaging is commonly deployed into the operating room (OR). This is owing to the ability of AR to allow the ubiquitous enrichment of the surgical scene with computergenerated elements derived from medical datasets: AR technology is able to provide physicians with a virtual navigation aid contextually blended with the real surgical scenario (i.e., in situ) [7] , [8] . Recently, this trend has been further supported by the increasing capability of mobile graphics and computing power that has led to the development of selfcontained and affordable AR headsets such as the Microsoft HoloLens, the Meta Two, and the MagicLeap One [9] .
Wearable AR systems based on head-mounted displays (HMDs) are deemed as the most ergonomic and effective solutions to guide those procedures that are manually performed under the surgeon's direct vision due to their ability to preserve the user's egocentric viewpoint [6] , [10] . This applies for instance to all those surgical procedures that involve the cutting/incision of exposed human body tissues (i.e., epithelial tissue, muscle tissue, connective tissue, and nervous tissue) and therefore it involves almost all the surgical sub-specialties.
From a technological standpoint, AR HMDs can be categorized according to the see-through paradigm they implement: video see-through (VST) HMDs and optical see-through (OST) HMDs [11] .
In standard OST HMDs, the user's visual perception of the real world is augmented by rendering the virtual content on a two-dimensional (2D) micro display placed outside the user's field of view, and by sending the display images to the user's eye by means of an optical combiner [12] . A collimation optics (i.e., the eyepiece) is placed between the optical combiner and the micro display to focus the virtual image so that it appears magnified at a comfortable viewing distance on a semitransparent surface of projection [13] .
Differently, in VST HMDs, the direct perception of the world is not preserved since it is mediated by one or two frontfacing cameras mounted on the visor. In this way, the camera views of the world are first digitally blended with the virtual content and then rendered on the micro displays of the visor.
Nowadays, OST HMDs are the leading edge and the major output medium of wearable AR technology, and several consumer level headsets have been recently developed following the success of the Microsoft HoloLens. Nevertheless, even if AR technology is continuously evolving, technological and human-factor limitations still hinder the routine use of such devices in routine clinical practice [14] .
The major technological limitations of commercial OST HMDs, are due to their general-purpose nature and the lack of a standardized software framework for medical applications. As regards the first limitation, AR headsets were, and still are, mostly designed for parallel viewing: the virtual content is projected at a fixed focal distance (normally between 2 m and infinity), and therefore they generate perceptual conflicts, such as vergence-accommodation conflict and focus rivalry [15] , [16] , when used to interact with objects closer to the viewer's eyes (i.e., at arm's reach) [17] . In addition, when embedded with tracking sensors and computing units, they are generally quite cumbersome and thus rather uncomfortable for a prolonged use with the head tilted such as during manual tasks. These aspects raise serious concerns regarding the effectiveness of such devices to aid manual tasks that require high level of hand-eye coordination (e.g., in surgery). As regards the second limitation, most commercial HMDs do not take into account the operational constraints imposed by the surgical context and none of them is provided with a device-independent software framework specifically suited to surgical guidance [18] .
The basic condition for the acceptance of a new technology, such as AR HMDs, in the OR is related to its ability of being smoothly integrated into the workflow of the intervention, without affecting and disturbing the surgeon's activity during the rest of the procedure [19] . This principle applies not only to the hardware, but also to the software architecture, which is the core of the AR applications (ARAs). This means that the software framework should be as much as possible deviceindependent and highly configurable in order to be tailored to different surgical scenarios and applications.
To address these challenges, since 2016, we have been coordinating the European project VOSTARS (Video and Optical See-Through Augmented Reality Surgical Systems, Project ID: 731974 [20] ). The project aim is to develop a newconcept AR headset able to provide both video and optical see-through-based augmentations and to validate it as tool for surgical guidance. The main goal of the project is to combine the advantages of both the see-through paradigms towards the definition of AR visualization modalities capable to adapt to different phases of the surgical workflow.
In this paper, we describe the components and the features of the software framework that were developed in the course of the project and we also unveil the most relevant properties of an early version of the custom-made hybrid video/optical see-through HMD that was developed and used as testing platform.
In addition, we also provide a qualitative evaluation and a quantitative assessment of the AR software framework through a user study. The experimental study aims at assessing the efficacy of the proposed AR platform (custommade HMD plus software framework) in guiding a simulated task of tissue incision. The main contributions of the work are:
• A software framework capable to support the deployment of AR applications on customized headsets for image-guided surgery and surgical simulation.
• A software framework implemented in CUDA architecture capable to deploy both optical and video see-through-based augmentations in a computationally efficient fashion (average frame period ∼ 0.029 s).
• A software framework that features an highly optimized inside-out optical tracking algorithm specifically suited for use in a surgical scenario (processing speed for the tracking ∼ 0.007 s).
• A software framework that is highly configurable in terms of rendering or tracking features.
• A custom-made stereoscopic hybrid video-optical seethrough HMD that was designed to fulfil strict requirements towards the realization of a functional and reliable AR-based surgical navigator.
• An experimental study in which the software framework and the custom-made HMD were tested in terms of task performance, efficiency, and usability. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the functionality of the existing AR frameworks in medical applications. A detailed description of the hardware and software components and AR application and the shared library classes with their functionalities is provided in section III. In section IV, the experimental study protocol and its assessment are described in detail. The result of the study and AR software usability are discussed in the Section V, while Section VI draws the conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In literature, few fully functional AR framework for medical applications have been proposed.
In 2006, a standardized software architecture for computerassisted surgery, named CAMPAR, was proposed [21] . The software integrates methods for image processing and visualization of medical volume data together with an efficient synchronization mechanism based on network time protocol; the protocol guarantees the correct integration of multiple tracking and visualization systems from different manufacturers. This platform was used in studies designed for the improvement of the intraoperative AR visualization and depth perception in laparoscopic surgery with an endoscope [22] and in orthopedic and trauma surgery with a custom-made VST HMD [23] or a re-engineered video augmented mobile C-arm system [24] .
Another highly distributed software framework tailored for the development of projection-based ARAs in the OR, was proposed in 2016 [25] . The core of the multi-layer architecture is based on a communication module implemented using Google Protocol Buffers [26] for exchanging messages between peers over a transport layer.
In [18] , an AR framework for surgical guidance in minimally invasive surgery was proposed. Here too, the framework implements a distribute architecture based on a different open-source protocol (OpenIGTLink [27] ) to perform inter-processes communications ensuring high interoperability. The framework was tested for the intraoperative guidance during laparoscopic liver surgery in combination with Da Vinci's surgical robot.
Overall, all the mentioned frameworks rely on a distributed architecture and are therefore based on the appropriate selection of a dedicated protocol for synchronization and communication between different computing units and/or tracking or visualization devices.
Our software framework is architecturally simpler since it runs on a single computing platform and it features a traditional architecture with a single process running (1 executable file) and multiple shared libraries (1 library per module). Our goal was to implement a framework that could be ultimately compatible with the adoption of an embedded computing unit so to reinforce the compactness of the whole AR platform. The software framework is highly versatile and configurable thanks to its modularity, and it supports the deployment of AR applications on customized headesets for image-guided surgery and surgical simulation.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section provides a detailed description of the hardware and software components. All components are depicted in Fig. 1 .
A. HARDWARE COMPONENTS
The AR framework runs on a standard workstation class PC with the following specifications: Intel Core i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz with 4 cores and 12 GB RAM. Graphic card processing unit (GPU) is a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 (2GB) with 640 CUDA Cores.
Our quasi ortho-stereoscopic HMD for AR-based surgical navigation was designed and assembled by reworking and reengineering a commercial binocular OST visor (ARS.30 by Trivisio [28]) with a similar approach to our previous works [29] , [30] (Fig. 2) . Our HMD is able to yield both the see-through mechanisms (VST and OST) through the use of a pair of liquid-crystal (LC) optical shutters placed in front of the beam combiner of the see-through displays [31] . The LC panels can be electronically controlled to modify the transparency of the display. This feature allows switching between the unaided binocular view (i.e., OST mode with shutters off) and the camera-mediated view (i.e., VST mode with shutters on). Under OST mode, only the computergenerated elements are rendered onto the two microdisplays FIGURE 2. The custom-made hybrid video/optical see-through head-mounted display. 1→Pair of stereo camera for the inside-out optical tracking and the camera-mediated view. 2→Pair of LC optical shutters for the video-optical switching mechanism. 3→Beam combiner of the see-through display. 4→Plastic frame that holds all the components around the optical see-though visor. 5→The head-mount. 6→The electronic board for the stereo synchronization of the camera frames.
of the visor, whereas under VST mode the real views of the world are grabbed by the external RGB cameras and the virtual elements are digitally added to them before the augmented frames are rendered on the two microdisplays.
The ARS.30 visor is provided with dual SXGA OLED panels with 1280x1024 resolution, a diagonal field-of-view (FOV) of 30 • and an eye-relief of 3 cm each. The two panels are controlled by the workstation via HDMI and the angular resolution of the OST display is ≈ 1.11 arcmin/pixel. The collimation optics of the visor used in our experiments was entirely re-engineered to offer a focal length of about 50 cm, which represents a defining and original feature to mitigate the vergence-accommodation conflict and the focus rivalry when used for close-up works. By way of example, the Microsoft HoloLens projects the ''hologram'' at a fixed distance of about 2m, which makes it perceptually uncomfortable for aiding high-precision manual tasks [14] .
The visor comprises also a head support with a flip-up mechanism as that of a standard magnifying glasses headset or a welding helmet. This allows reducing head tilt during manual tasks and thus it increases the overall ergonomics and usability of the HMD for close-up works.
A 3D printed plastic frame was also built to incorporate the two LC shutters and to act as support for the pair of frontfacing USB 3.0 RGB cameras. The stereo camera pair is composed by two LI-OV4689 cameras by Leopard Imaging, both equipped with 1/3'' OmniVision CMOS 4M pixels sensor (pixel size of 2µm). The cameras are stereo synchronized through a dedicated board (LI-OV580-STEREO), which also includes a USB 3.0 interface. By means of the ABS support, the cameras are mounted with an anthropometric interaxial distance (∼ 6.3 cm) and with a fixed convergence angle that provides sufficient stereo overlap at about 40 cm (i.e., an average working distance for manual tasks). The resulting offset/parallax between cameras and eye/display is of about 5.9 cm along the display optical axis (z-axis) and of 2.2 cm along the display vertical axis (y-axis). The stereo cameras configuration adopted in the study is: 2560x720@60 frames-per-second (fps). Both the cameras are equipped with a M12 lens support whose focal length (f = 8 mm) is chosen to ensure a sufficient camera FOV able to cover the entire display FOV at 40 cm as well as to mitigate the zoom factor due to the eye-to-camera parallax along the display optical axis. To perform the user study, we used a tablet PC Asus ZenPad 3S 10 Z500M and a digital stylus ( Fig. 3 ). More details on the experimental setting are provided in Section IV.
B. SOFTWARE TOOLS AND LIBRARIES
The software framework was built in C++ under Linux Operating System (Ubuntu 16.04) with an object-oriented design. We took advantage of the Compute Unified Device Architecture framework (CUDA Toolkit 8.0) to develop an application able to harness the power of the GPU through parallel computing over the GPU cores.
The chosen integrated development environment (IDE) is Nsight TM Eclipse Edition by NVIDIA; Nsight provides an all-in-one integrated environment to edit, build, debug and profile CUDA C/C++ applications.
We opted for OpenCV [32] (Open Source for Computer Library, ver. 3.3.1.) for the machine vision libraries. OpenCV is a cross-platform API for computer vision created by Intel that covers several areas of applications and allows for lowlevel image processing methods and high-level computer vision algorithms. The OpenCV GPU routines are written using CUDA, therefore they benefit from the underlying CUDA ecosystem. The adoption of the OpenCV::CUDA routines makes the CUDA architecture more versatile and easily adaptable to different devices (embedding different CPUs and nVidia GPUs).
As regards the rendering of the scenegraph (SG), we used the 3D graphics and visualization VTK library, version 8.2.0 [33] . VTK is an open-source platform-agnostic C++ library for 3D computer graphics, modelling, and volume rendering suited to medical images. VTK offers all the methods and classes that support the visualization of reconstructed 3D images from sets of radiological 2D images (i.e., Direct volume rendering). Data from 3D ultrasound systems, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans can be managed in VTK.
We used a dedicated OpenCV module (OpenCV::Viz) as a wrapper of methods and classes of the VTK framework into the OpenCV platform. OpenCV::Viz allows for the creation of the AR visualization windows and the management of the rendering event loop, both referring to the underlying VTK architecture.
C. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK
The core function of the software, under VST modality, is to process and augment the images grabbed by the pair of front-facing RGB cameras before they are sent to the two microdisplays of the visor. Most of the application directives are configurable through an apposite configuration file (i.e. Conf.ini). The Conf.ini file, whose template is shown in Fig. 4 , contains the following features that characterize the ARA and the components of the SG in terms of rendering or tracking requirements:
• The path to the folder containing the 3D mesh files and/or DICOM files to be imported by the ARA.
• The possibility to select, for each mesh, the opacity level within the SG.
• The possibility to select the camera ID and format: mono/stereo.
• The possibility to select the window scene size (i.e., AR window resolution).
• The possibility to select the camera processing pipeline.
• The possibility to select the see-through modality: OST/VST.
• The possibility to select the viewport mode: stereo/mono. • The possibility to select the localization method: monochromatic spherical markers/planar marker.
• The possibility to warp the image before rendering (magnification or homography-based transformation).
• The possibility to activate/deactivate the localization.
• The possibility to load the camera setting files.
• The possibility to load camera parameters files. Two types of 3D files, VRML and PLY, can be imported. As an alternative, DICOM files can also be loaded for direct volume rendering. The files containing the camera parameters (e.g., intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters) and files containing the camera settings (e.g., fps, white balance, contrast, brightness) are imported by the ARA. The software framework can switch at run-time between OST and VST modalities. The localization can also be turned on and off upon request; when off, the software allows for a direct interaction with the surgical map. In this way, the application can also be used for surgical planning purposes.
The application and the shared library classes with their functionalities are described in the next subsections. For clarity, methods are in Italic.
D. APPLICATION WORKFLOW
In any AR application that aims to be real time, the critical challenge is to address the computational complexity of all the image processing tasks associated to the rendering and the tracking processes in a computationally efficient way. For this reason, while designing our ARA, we leveraged the instruction level parallelism for improving the computational capacity by concurrent execution of threads (i.e., multithreading).
The VST paradigm implemented by the software framework can be functionally and logically described as follows.
Upon startup, the ARA reads the Conf.ini file to configure its internals and to initialize the instances of the three main AR libraries:
The AR_VideoCapture library captures RGB cameras frames of the real scene and dispatches them to the AR_Engine library; in AR_Engine, these video frames are processed, augmented, and rendered onto the two viewports associated to the microdisplays of the visor. The machine-vision methods needed for yielding the image registration between real scene and virtual elements are performed by the AR_Tracking library.
E. AR_VIDEOCAPTURE LIBRARY
The AR_VideoCapture library exploits the OpenCV::Video-Capture class, which provides C++ API for capturing videos from cameras. A dedicated thread, defined in a specific class named AR_VideoCapture::VideoDeviceThread, continuously grabs the camera frames and stores them in an area of memory. The method for retrieving the buffered frames is named VideoDeviceThread::getLastVideoFrame().
The VideoDeviceThread class is highly configurable to access different types of video cameras by using their associated pipelines/camerasIDs. Camera parameters such as fps, brightness, saturation, contrast, are adjustable as well (through the camera settings files). This design ensures that the library can be adapted to the special needs of the ARA.
F. AR_ENGINE LIBRARY
The AR_Engine library is the key component in the ARA; it has a simplified interaction with the other shared libraries and controls the real-time rendering of the whole AR scene through two main classes: AR_Engine::Sceneview and AR_Engine::Monoview.
The Sceneview class is a derived class of the OpenCV:: Viz::Viz3d class and it represents the 3D visualizer window. The single elements of the SG, namely the widgets associated to 3D meshes and the virtual cameras, are initialized retrieving data from the main application.
In our stereo side-by-side ARA, the Sceneview class manages the rendering loop and handles the two instances of the Monoview class (one for each viewport for our stereoscopic ARA) in a side-by-side fashion. The Sceneview class also manages the AR_Tracking object and methods (see section G). In the Sceneview class, parallel computing is introduced by calling a single thread for each Monoview object for the image processing part of the AR_Tracking module (i.e., AR_Tracking::image_processing).
The Sceneview class retrieves data from the AR_Tracking class to control the geometrical relations between the elements of the SG. In the Monoview class, all functions related to the AR rendering are managed. Each of the two instances of the Monoview class communicates directly with the associated instance of the AR_VideoCapture to retrieve the buffered video frames.
1) CUDA IMAGE ELABORATION (OPTIMIZED UNDISTORTION AND CUDA WARPING)
Camera images are remapped using OpenCV::CUDA routines. The non-linear part of the internal model of the cameras, due to lens radial distortion, is compensated by applying a non-linear remapping of the camera images. To achieve this, we created an optimized CUDA version of the standard OpenCV::undistort routine (Monoview::undistort_optimized).
The underlying rationale behind our optimized version of the undistort routine, is that the OpenCV::CUDA::-initUndistortRectifyMap is performed just once and, within the render loop, the OpenCV::CUDA::remap is then called.
After undistortion, and if selected in the Conf.ini file, a linear remapping of the images can be performed by calling the OpenCV::CUDA::warpPerspective routine. . Video see-through paradigm implemented by the software framework. To accurately register a virtual element to a target object (e.g., the surface of a tablet PC) the virtual element must be observed by a couple of virtual viewpoints whose process of image formation mimic that of the real cameras in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
2) SCENEGRAPH RENDERING
To achieve an accurate alignment between real and virtual content, the virtual content (i.e., the SG) must be observed by a couple of virtual viewpoints (i.e., Monoview::Virtual_camera) whose processes of image formation mimic those of the real cameras in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. To this end, the conditions to be satisfied are twofold. First, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the virtual stereo cameras must be initialized loading the data of a standard stereo camera calibration routine [34] . Secondly, the pose of the virtual elements with respect to the virtual cameras must be set equal to those of the real elements to be augmented. In our framework, this condition is satisfied by applying an optical marker-based tracking method. Fig. 5 shows the VST mechanism implemented by the ARA.
Notably, even though in this study we used the headset solely under VST mode, the AR_Engine library is capable of providing both optical and video see-through-based augmentations. This functionality is implemented by adapting the projection transformations of the virtual cameras, changing the rendering modality, and controlling the transparency of the LC shutters.
G. AR_TRACKING LIBRARY
The AR_Tracking library computes the pose of the target with respect to the HMD by means of a dedicated inside-out optical tracking algorithm.
1) INSIDE-OUT MARKER-BASED OPTICAL TRACKING METHOD
Most commercial image-guided surgery systems rely on outside-in electromagnetic and/or optical tracking methods [35] . Nowadays, optical tracking systems based on the VOLUME 8, 2020 infrared detection of spherical markers are the state-of-theart in surgical tracking [36] and they are preferred over electromagnetic trackers since they are not affected by the presence of ferromagnetic and/or conductive materials [37] . In addition, to achieve a tracking accuracy comparable to that obtained through standard optical trackers, the distance of the tracked body (patient or surgical tool) from the electromagnetic field generator should be limited to 30 cm [38] .
The external optical trackers currently embedded in commercial surgical navigators (e.g., Claron Technology Microntracker [39] , (Northern Digital Polaris optical [40] , Medtronic StealthStation system [41] ) are not sufficiently flexible for further development and customization due to proprietary techniques and libraries [42] . In addition, standard outsidein optical tracking solutions introduce unwanted line-of-sight constraints and add technical complexity to the surgical workflow [24] , [43] . For this reason, we deemed it purposeful to design a dedicated inside-out optical tracking mechanism that could feature a simple installation phase and that it could be easily integrated in our AR software framework and modified according to the specific application scenario. Our optical tracking solution does not require obtrusive external trackers for localizing the spherical markers anchored to the target scene [44] .
Compared to planar markers, such as the ones used in most AR applications based on commercial headsets, small spherical markers contribute reduced line-of-sight constraints and they can be conveniently placed on the patient's body and/or around the working area with a lesser logistic impact in the setup phase. The tracking method exploits the same head-anchored RGB stereo camera pair used for implementing the VST mechanism and it does not rely on additional tracking cameras (infrared and/or RGB), which would dramatically complicate the calibration process that need to be carried out before the actual procedure [36] . The usability of the tracking mechanism was further improved by using sets of three monochromatic markers, considering that three is the minimum set of markers that yields a finite number of solutions (i.e. four solutions) to the camera pose estimation problem [45] . Our method tackles the ambiguity of the perspective-3-point (P3P) problem by leveraging the stereoscopic settings of the VST headset.
2) OVERVIEW OF THE TRACKING ALGORITHM
Camera pose estimation problem is divided into four main stages. First, the pixel coordinates of the markers' centroids are determined through a color segmentation and blob detection phase. Next, the algorithm performs the stereo matching of the two triplets of image points and derives the 3D coordinates of them in the left camera reference system (CRS) through stereo triangulation. Then, the pose of the target reference system (TRS) with respect to the CRS is computed by solving in closed-form the absolute orientation problem (AOP) [46] . As a last step, the pose is refined through a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm. Each step is explained in more details in the following subsections.
The algorithm presented here achieves significant improvements compared to that presented in [43] , both in terms of reliability and frame rate. Major differences are in the methods implemented for markers detection and in the methods used to solve the stereo and the 3D-3D correspondences.
3) COLOR SEGMENTATION AND BLOB DETECTION
The optical tracking algorithm features the processing of the camera images retrieved from the AR_VideoCapture library. These methods are included in the AR_Tracking::img_proc. routine.
Spherical markers are detected through image segmentation in the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space and blob detection. Color-based image segmentation must assure a robust trade-off between illumination invariance and absence of segmentation overlaps among differently colored regions. The use of monochromatic markers ensures high robustness even with non-controllable and inconsistent lighting conditions, since incorrect labeling can be prevented. To counter the limitation of using visible light as source of information, we used red fluorescent pigmentation for our spherical markers, since fluorescent dyes peak the S channel of the HSV color space and boost the response of the camera CMOS sensor. In addition, such pigmentation has a high V range, which makes the segmentation sufficiently robust to non-uniform levels of illumination intensity, shadows and shadings.
As suggested in [47] , some care must be taken for the camera color settings. With the camera white balancing ON the color channels are continuously remapped. This changes the original red channel values and thus modifies the image left by the fluorescent color. Therefore, since in an OR the quality of white colors is not high, in our application we decided to turn the camera white balancing off. This part of the image processing is implemented through OpenCV::CUDA routines to leverage the power of the GPU computing.
After image segmentation, blob detection is performed on both stereo images using an improved version of the OpenCV::SimpleBlobDetector class. This class performs several flirtations of returned blobs based on a set of parameters. In our algorithm we dictated the following constraints for the connected regions:
• Extracted blobs must have an area ≥ 50 pixels. • Extracted blobs must have a circularity value 4πArea perimeter 2 ≥ 0.5. • Extracted blobs must have a convexity value Area Area of blob convex hull ≥ 0.5 The centroids of the selected regions are determined using the spatial moments. These image points correspond to the projections of the centroids of the markers on the image planes of the two cameras. Fig. 6 shows the results of the color segmentation and blob detection steps.
4) STEREO MATCHING AND STEREO TRIANGULATION
By working with a set of three indistinguishable markers, it is not possible to localize them in the CRS without 712 VOLUME 8, 2020 ambiguity, since the correspondence between projected points on the left and on the right camera images (conjugate points) is unknown (i.e., stereo correspondence problem). In our algorithm, we solve the stereo correspondence problem applying standard epipolar geometry rules to the six permutations of matches between the triplets of feature points on the stereo images. Over the six permutations of matches of conjugate points (j = 1 : 6), our method (AR_Tracking::find_epipolar_conf) finds the correspondence j 2D corr that minimizes a cost function E j (d) obtained computing the sum of three absolute distances d i between the epipolar lines and the points on the conjugate image. 
where d i is computed as follows: given a point p l = (x l , y l ) on the left image and its corresponding on the right image p r = (x r , y r ), the equation of the epipolar line in its implicit notation (on the right image) is computed starting from the stereo correspondence equation based on the fundamental matrix F:
Therefore, for each correspondence i between p l and p r , d i is trivially computed as:
After solving stereo correspondence, the 3D position of each marker in the CRS is computed through stereo triangulation knowing the camera intrinsic parameters and the relative pose between the two cameras (we use the OpenCV::triangulatePoints routine).
5) 3D-3D CORRESPONDENCE AND ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION PROBLEM
In AR_Tracking, we simultaneously solve the 3D-3D correspondence problem and the AOP (i.e. we compute [R corr |t corr ]) through a method named AR_Tracking::-estimate_pose_AOP.
The 3D-3D correspondence between the two triplets of 3D points with the relative pose between their associated coordinate system is determined by picking, over the six possible permutations j, the configuration j 3D corr that yields the lowest root mean square of fiducial registration error (FRE 2 ) computed through a closed-form fitting method.
A key factor in performing accurate measurements with stereo cameras is to know with extreme confidence the relative pose between them. The major drawbacks of using headanchored stereo cameras with an anthropometric interaxial distance are the non-ideal stability in the constraints between the two cameras and the presence of a reduced baseline length (b). Both these features lead to inaccuracies in measuring the 3D position of the markers and therefore in estimating the pose of the TRS [48] .
The major error contribution is measured along the axis orthogonal to the baseline (z-axis) and it increases with the square of the distance. The depth resolution at the distance Z can be computed as follows:
By way of example, let us consider fixed and ideally errorfree estimates of the baseline length b = 65 mm, and of the left camera focal length f = 8 mm. Given a stereo disparity accuracy d of ±1 pixel (corresponding for our camera to ±4µm), the associated depth resolution Z is approximately ±1.9 mm for Z = 50 cm. In this case, the closedform solution of the AOP cannot yield a sufficiently accurate result.
To counter this problem, we added a second stage of pose estimation aimed at refining separately the pose of the two cameras.
6) EXTERIOR ORIENTATION PROBLEM OR POSE REFINEMENT
This second stage, performed by a method named AR_Tracking::refine_pose, minimizes a cost function formulated as the sum of the square measurement error (reprojection residuals d i ) between measured image points p i and calculated projectionsp i of the corresponding world points (P i ):
where K is the matrix of intrinsic parameters (fixed) and R,t are the rotation matrix and translation vector to be optimized. The refinement method exploits the OpenCV:: solvePnP routine, which runs an iterative Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm and yields subpixel accuracy in the image plane.
H. COMPUTING EFFICIENCY AND ACCURACY OF THE AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATION
The average frame rate of the AR application is 30 fps: the application takes on average ∼ 0.029s (with a standard deviation of ∼ 0.007 s) to complete the entire AR mechanism from camera frame recording to AR rendering. The CUDA-based GPU implementations of the machine vision routines helps improving the computing efficiency of the tracking loop, which takes on average ∼ 0.007 s (std ∼ 0.002 s).
As regards the AR registration accuracy, the average FRE measured in static conditions over 1000 frames is ∼ 0.24 mm (std ∼ 0.05 mm), whereas the root mean square of the reprojection residuals (overlay error) onto the image plane is < 1 pixel.
However, the evaluation of a wearable AR platform in terms of AR accuracy is affected by many factors other than the tracking accuracy. Just to mention a few: the errors induced by the display in terms of low angular resolution; the low contrast ratio; the optical distortion of the display; the zoom factor; the errors induced by the image-to-target registration; the optical aberrations typical of HMDs that alter the user's perception of depth [49] .
To provide an estimation of the impact of all these factors on user's performance, we conducted an experimental study. The study was designed to assess the efficacy and the reliability of the AR platform (custom-made HMD plus software framework) in guiding a simulated task of tissue incision. 
IV. USER STUDY
The definition of an accurate line of incision is paramount in many surgical procedures. In brain surgery, the drawing of the skull incision lines before the craniotomy and the dural opening are essential tasks. This is because possible deviations from the ideal trajectory may impact the working area of the surgeons in relation to deep structures to be avoided during lesion targeting [50] , [51] . In craniomaxillofacial surgery, several corrective surgeries involve the precise location of the osteotomy lines as for the Le Fort fractures [52] . In plastic surgery, the surgeon is often asked to follow well established incision lines on the skin in an effort to achieve inconspicuous scars [53] .
In the user study, the simulated task had to be repeatable within participants and with a clearly measurable metrics that could capture the benefits of AR. For these objectives, we used the display of a tablet notebook (Asus ZenPad 3S 10 Z500M) as a digital surface of incision and a digital pen as a digital scalpel. The display resolution is of 2048x1536 with a pixel density (ppi) of 264 (i.e., ∼ 10.4 pixel/mm). AutoDesk Sketchbook application was used as drawing software. As drawing tool, we used a technical pen with tip size of 4 pixels (i.e., ∼ 0.4 mm). Each subject was asked to trace a line with a digital stylus onto the display of the tablet under two conditions:
• Digital incision with naked eye (NK_Dinc). • Digital incision with AR guidance (AR_Dinc). In the NK_Dinc tests, the user had to trace a line with the digital pen trying to follow the pre-loaded curve added as a secondary layer on the digital canvas. These naked-eye tests were useful to evaluate the efficacy of the experimental setting that digitally simulates surgical incision.
In AR_Dinc tests, the guiding line to be traced was provided to the user through the AR HMD. Here the user had to trace the curve on a blank digital canvas. During these tests, the contrast of the tablet display was lowered to increase the real-to-virtual contrast ratio.
A total of ten B-spline curves (BSPs) were designed: five closed curves and five open curves (Fig. 7) . The BSPs were CAD designed using the PTC Creo Parametric 3D Modelling software (ver. 3.0). Each BSP has a width of 1 mm.
A rigid shell for the tablet was 3D printed with a rapid prototyping machine (Stratasys Objet30 Prime) to support the markers for the optical tracking algorithm. The case was designed with the same CAD software used for the BSPs and it was provided with three spheres of 1.8 cm diameter (Fig. 8) . The spheres were colored using a red fluorescent dye. The virtual BSPs were projected on the display of the tablet using the pose computed by tracking the markers embedded into the shell. In order to perfectly fit the tablet into the case, thus reducing possible inaccuracies in the estimation of the position of the physical display during tracking, the tablet shell was provided with four screw holes to fix tablet and case in a stable position.
The markers, the physical display, and the BSPs were all referred to the same reference system (TRS) dictated in the CAD software. Each BSP was exported as a single VRML file. Fig. 9 shows the experimental setting with a user performing one of the AR_Dinc.
A. PARTICIPANTS AND STUDY PROTOCOL
Twelve participants were recruited from university students, staff, and faculty members. The demographic information about the users are listed in Table 1 . All participants had normal vision acuity or corrected visual acuity with the aid of prescription glasses or contact lenses. The participants had to rate their experience with AR, with digital pens, and with HMDs to have a baseline and assess the familiarity of users with the procedures/tools and AR.
The twelve subjects each performed the two group of digital incision tests, resulting in 10x2x12 = 240 trials overall. Before the test session, each participant read and signed an informed consent. In the experiment procedure with the HMD, each participant was instructed about the test and was involved in two training sessions with a specific BSP different from the ones used in the assessment sessions. No further assistance was provided to the participants. For each subject, the sequence of tests (NK_Dinc or AR_Dinc) was randomly assigned.
During the assessment sessions, each participant was asked to report any spatial jitter or drift of the virtual content and stop the task if any. To improve the overall ergonomics and allow the user to work while seated comfortably with the screen at eye level, the tablet and the case were placed over a wooden holder with a tilted surface (45 • of inclination). In all the experiments, we used a professional studio illuminator (DynaSun 3X CY25WT) with three spots to imitate the OR lighting conditions.
B. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE AR PLATFORM
After completing both groups of tests, each participant was asked to fill in the demographic survey and a Likert VOLUME 8, 2020 questionnaire in terms of usability, functionality, and technology acceptance. The Likert questionnaire, shown in Table 2 , comprises 9 items, each evaluated using a seven-point monotone Likert scale (from 1 = strongly disagree, to 7 = strongly agree) as previously done in [54] and in [55] .
C. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
The goal of the quantitative evaluation of the AR application was to measure the similarity between the two trajectories: the virtual BSP associated to the planned path of incision, and the actual curve traced by the user, both with and without the AR guidance. The time for completing the tasks under the two conditions was also measured. The Hausdorff distance ( H dis ) provides a metric for addressing the problem of measuring the distance between two sets of points that form the two curves. By computing the Hausdorff distance, we measure the ''closeness'' between the two trajectories. The H dis measures how far two subsets of a metric space (for us R 2 ) are from each other and it is defined as:
where sup is the supremum, inf the infimum, and d(x, y) the denotes the Euclidean distance in R 2 between points of the two curves. The results and the statistical analysis were both processed in MATLAB R (R2018b MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US). The quantitative evaluation for each trial was broken down into the following steps:
• The two images are binarized. • H dis between the two curves is computed to assign a score to the similarity between the two trajectories. The distance values are converted from pixels to mm using the ppi of the tablet display.
D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Responses to the Likert questionnaire were summarized using median with dispersion measured by interquartile range. We carried out nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test to assess whether the answer tendencies differ based on the user's experience with AR, HMD, and digital pen. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Quantitative results were presented for each user in terms of average value, standard deviation and max value of the similarity between the traced curve and the planned one (H dis ). Time to completion (T compl ) was equally measured. A posthoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted for the H dis and T compl between tests with and without AR. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. For each condition, a Mann-Whitney U test was also conducted to evaluate whether the subject performance differ based on his/her previous experience with AR, with HMD, or with digital pen. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Table 2 shows the results of the Likert questionnaire. Subjects expressed an overall positive opinion regarding the user study. We obtained almost top score for the enjoyability (items 1 and 9), the ease-to-use (item 5) and for the comfort (item 7) of the task. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests revealed that there was not any statistically significant difference in the answers among participants with at least some level of experience with AR, HMDs, and digital pens.
V. RESULTS

A. RESULTS OF THE QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
B. RESULTS OF THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
All the twelve participants completed the 10 AR_Dinc tasks without perceiving any spatial jitter or drift of the virtual content, thus confirming that the optical tracking proved to be sufficiently robust. As reported in Table 3 and Table 4 , for each user, the results under the treatment (AR_Dinc) and control condition (NK_Dinc) were summarised in means, standard deviations and max values of the Hausdorff distances H dis and completion times T compl . The overall mean, standard deviation and max values of H dis were 0.91 mm, 0.14 mm, and 1.31 mm for the NK_Dinc tests and 0.98 mm, 0.17 mm, and 1.63 mm for the AR_Dinc tests. As for the completion times, the mean, standard deviation, and max values were 33.9 s, 12.9 s, and 73.3 s for the NK_Dinc tests and 30.7 s, 12.2 s, and 67.5 s for the AR_Dinc tests. Therefore, on average, the users performed slightly better with the naked-eye than with the HMD (0.07 mm of spatial difference on average) but taking more time (3.2 s of time difference on average that is approximately ∼ 10% of the overall task duration).
The post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank confirmed that there was globally a statistically significant tendency (p = 0.0011) in achieving slightly better performance accuracy with the tests performed with the naked eye compared to the AR_Dinc tests. On the other hand, the same analysis on the completion times also revealed there was a statistically significant difference (p = 0.0022) between the AR_Dinc tests and the NK_Dinc tests.
The major cause for such tendencies lies in the particular experimental setting adopted that simulates a digital incision task. With a visual check, during the NK_Dinc tests, the user was able to immediately correct the incision direction whenever he/she perceived that the line drawn was deviating from the planned one. This real-time correction generally increased the NK_Dinc tests duration, and it was not possible in the AR_Dinc tests since the contrast of the tablet display was kept low for maintaining the real-to-virtual contrast ratio sufficiently high.
It should be also noted that, in our experiments, the control condition represents an ideal scenario per se: a digital path of incision directly superimposed over the surface of incision. Despite that, the results obtained with the AR guidance proved to be statistically not too far from those obtained without the AR guidance. As additional consideration, we can hypothesize that the benefits of an AR guidance would be even more evident if compared with a standard surgical navigation approach with the user (i.e., the surgeon) having to mentally trying to map the planning information provided on an external screen onto the surgical field. We also hypothesize that, in a real surgical scenario, AR guidance would reduce the stress level during the incision and it would help reducing task duration whilst increasing task precision.
By way of illustration, Fig. 10 shows four composite images containing the fused versions of traced trajectories (i.e., the cyan line) with planned ones (i.e., the pink line) for AR_Dinc tests.
The Mann-Whitney U test revealed that there were no significant differences in accuracy performance between users with at least some level of experience with AR (p = 0.315), HMDs (p = 0.315), and digital pens (p = 0.989). As regards the differences in T compl , no statistically significant difference occurred between users with AR experience (p = 0.058), and HMD experience (p = 0.058), whereas a statistically significant difference was measured between users with at least some level of experience with digital pens (p<0.001).
C. SOFTWARE USABILITY: RESULTS FROM EARLY APPLICATIONS
An early version of the software framework was used in a study published in 2018 [30] . The study presented an automatic calibration procedure suited for OST HMDs with VOLUME 8, 2020 infinity focus. The goal of any OST display calibration is to estimate the projection parameters of the virtual rendering camera that models the combined eye-display system and whose values vary according to the position of the user's eye with respect to the display. Unfortunately, depending on the proprietary platform associated to most consumer level OST HMDs, the control of the low-level rendering camera is often restricted by compatible interfaces [56] . For this reason, our framework is particularly useful in tuning the extrinsic and the intrinsic projection parameters of the virtual rendering camera computed during a calibration stage.
More recently, the software framework was used in a study aimed at evaluating the effect of a perspective conversion of the camera frames in restoring the natural perception of the three-dimensional space in non-orthostereoscopic VST HMDs [49] . In both these studies, the LUMUS OE-33 [57] was used as OST HMD, proving that the software can be appropriately used with different types of commercial AR HMDs.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel software framework for the deployment of AR applications able to support in situ visualization of medical imaging data. The software is suited for customized AR headsets specifically conceived for guiding high-precision manual tasks such as surgical incisions.
The software framework leverages the instruction level parallelism provided by CUDA architecture and it is capable of providing both optical and video see-through-based augmentations and it is computationally efficient (average frame period ∼ 0.029 s). The framework also features highly optimized stereoscopic optical marker-based tracking routines, which allow achieving a processing speed for the tracking ∼ 0.007 s per stereo frame.
We designed an experimental study to evaluate qualitatively and quantitatively the efficacy and the reliability of the entire AR platform (custom-made HMD plus software framework) in guiding a simulated task of tissue incision. The results were given in terms of perceived workload and comfort, performance accuracy, and completion time.
The qualitative results of our experiments show that the AR platform is generally regarded as engaging, ergonomic, and beneficial to the achievement of the task. The level of discomfort and frustration experienced by the participants during the tests were generally low.
The quantitative results suggest that the AR platform could be used to guide high-precision tasks: the average difference between traced and planned lines was of ∼ 0.98 mm for the AR tests, only 0.07 mm higher than the average incision accuracy achieved by performing the same task with naked eyes. On the other hand, the completion times were generally higher for the naked eye tests than for the AR tests. To the best of our knowledge, there is no AR software framework capable today of deploying AR applications with different types of head-mounted displays for medical applications and devoid of platform-dependent tracking techniques and/or complex calibration procedures. The obtained results strongly encourage us to speed-up the clinical assessment of the entire AR platform.
It is envisioned that the proposed software platform coupled with our new-concept AR headset will boost the transfer of AR technology into routine clinical practice.
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